1 The ground states of some nuclei are described by densities and mean fields that are spherical, while others are deformed. The existence of non-spherical shape in nuclei represents a spontaneous symmetry breaking.
I. INTRODUCTION
The low energy spectra of many nuclei can be described by independent particle motion in a mean field potential that has spherical symmetry, but the spectra of many others are most simply described by a mean field that deviates significantly from spherical symmetry. excitations the spectra exhibit low-energy single-particle excitations that can be interpreted in terms of particles moving independently in a potential with spheroidal shape.
The occurrence of deformation is a prerequisite to collective rotation of a quantum system because otherwise one cannot speak of an orientation for the system. All molecules are deformed because they are built from a (small) number of atoms which unavoidably break the rotational symmetry of the system. The close connection of deformation and rotation is not only crucial in the understanding of nuclear structure, but also at once allies this project with a wide range of currently studied man-made finite systems as clusters of atoms, quantum dots, and trapped cold atomic gases.
II. PHYSICS AND GEOMETRY OF BROKEN ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY
The nuclear many-body Hamiltonian involves kinetic energy that does not depend on the orientation of the coordinate axes together with interactions that depend on the relative coordinates of the particles and therefore is also invariant under rotations of coordinate axes involving all of the particles at once. This rotational symmetry does not however exclude the possibility of finding that the lowest-energy mean field solution is obtained with a non-spherical mean potential and density distribution. The non-spherical solutions are interpreted as deformed intrinsic states. The occurrence of rotational spectra implies an approximate separation of the collective rotation as a whole from the intrinsic motion in the body-fixed system as described by a Hamiltonian
where the mean field of H int is non-spherical. Then, the total wave function Ψ can be written, in the first approximation, as
where the variables q describe the motion of the individual neutrons and protons with respect to an intrinsic (body fixed) coordinate system while Ω describes the orientation of the latter system with respect to the laboratory. (See Figures 2 and 3 .) A general discussion of the form of H rot can be found in the Chapter 4 of [1] or in the section 3.3 of [4] .
The origin of nuclear deformations can be related to the shell structure of single-particle levels (i.e. the bunching of single-particle energy levels) in a spherical potential. The occurrence of significant gaps in the level spacing at the major shell closures provides the rational for the special stability of these nuclei and at the same time implies that the singleparticle level density in the middle of the shell for a spherical mean field is appreciably greater than the over-all average. All single-particle wave functions in the spherical potential (except for p 1/2 and s 1/2 ) have a large intrinsic anisotropy and thus in the presence of a deformed one-particle potential some single particle orbits will move up in energy and others will move down as a function of deformation. This fanning out of the one-particle energies implies that the excessive one-particle level density in the middle of closed shells is relaxed. Thus, the filling of the lowest orbits may provide an energy gain stabilizing the deformed configuration.
The eccentricities obtained in this way for nuclear ground states are small compared with unity, reflecting the fact that the number of particles in open shells is small compared with the total (A = N + Z). rotational symmetry (Figure 2 ). However, if the deformation is invariant with respect to a subgroup of rotations of the coordinate frame, the collective rotational degree of freedom is correspondingly restricted. For example, if the deformation is axially symmetric, the rotation about the symmetry axis does not belong to collective rotation, but is part of the intrinsic particle or vibrational degrees of freedom 3 ( Figure 3 ).
The symmetry of deformation restricts the quantum numbers of the rotational spectra.
Examples are ; (a) Space reflection invariance of deformation leads to parity as a good quantum number in the rotational spectra, i.e. all members in a given rotational band have the same space inversion parity, π = ±1. (b) Axially symmetric shape in quantum mechanics implies no collective rotation about the symmetry axis and that the intrinsic motion has a constant projection of angular momentum K on the symmetry axis. Consequently, the projection, K, of the total angular momentum along the symmetry axis is a good quantum number which is common to all members of the rotational band. (c) When the deformation has R-symmetry (i.e. invariant with respect to a rotation of 180
• about an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis) in addition to axial symmetry, for example a deformation depending on the spherical harmonic Y λ0 with even λ, the K=0 states are eigenstates of the R-operator with eigenvalues r = ±1. The observed rotational bands comprise only the states
implying uniquely R-symmetry for these deformed nuclei. In the case of K = 0 the total wave functions take the form
in order to fulfill the condition that the rotation by 180
• about an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis is part of the intrinsic degrees of freedom and should not be included in the rotational degrees of freedom [1] . In Eq. (5) M denotes the component of I along the z-axis of a coordinate system fixed in the laboratory, while the intrinsic state φK(q) is the time-reversed state of φ K (q) or φK(q) ≡ R −1 i φ K (q) where R i expresses the operator R acting on the intrinsic variables. The rotation matrices D I M K depend on the orientation of the intrinsic coordinate system with respect to the laboratory and are given in the standard textbooks [2] .
The symmetrization (5) of the K = 0 states leads to additional terms in the rotational energy and intensity rules for these states. For example, for K=1/2 the rotational energy to leading-order in the angular momentum acquires an additional term
where the parameter, a = − < K = 1/2|j + |R −1
is referred to as the decoupling parameter while j is the angular momentum of the single particle in the Ω=1/2 state if the K=1/2 can be associated with a single particle moving in the potential generated by the rotating core. Writing A =h 2 /2ℑ, ℑ is the effective moment of inertia of the band.
In contrast to the symmetry, the size of deformation is related to the magnitudes of rotational energy (or moment of inertia) and E2 transition probability (or intrinsic quadrupole moment).
With only a single exception the observed rotational states (see for example Figures 4, 6 and 8) exhibit only the subset of the states identified in (5), which uniquely identifies the existence of both axial-and R-symmetry for these states, and in the rest of this article we shall confine the discussion to this case; for a more general discussion see Ref. [1] . For the only known example, so far, of a nucleus clearly exhibiting triaxial shape, see wobbling mode in Section VII.
III. MOMENT OF INERTIA FOR NUCLEAR ROTATION
The theory for the moment of inertia is based on the analysis of the extra kinetic energy that is generated when the self-consistent deformed mean-field potential is adiabatically set into uniform rotation with frequency ω rot about an axis perpendicular to the intrinsic symmetry axis. The Coriolis force, which is associated with this rotation and couples intrinsic motion with rotation, generates the moment of inertia as the second order perturbation effect [3] of the single-particle angular-momentum operator, j x (k), acting on the non-rotating ground state, | 0 .
where i labels the many-particle states of the A nucleons in the deformed potential, with excitation energies E i . For non-interacting nucleons moving in the deformed mean field, the semi-classical evaluation of (7) leads, most amazingly, to a moment of inertia equal to the value obtained for rigid rotation of a body with the given mass density distribution 4 , which is to leading order in the deformation
assuming axial symmetry about the intrinsic z-axis, where R is the mean radius, A denotes the mass number, M the nucleon mass, while δ is the deformation parameter determined from the electric quadrupole moment in (11) . (7) for the ground states 4 The result, ℑ x → ℑ x,rig , is based on a classical argument first found in Niels Bohr's doctoral dissertation [5] and usually referred to in the condensed matter literature as the Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem. Since the first-order effects of the rotation are equivalent to the effect of a magnetic field, the absence of an induced flow in the rotating coordinate system corresponds to the absence of diamagnetism in a classical electron gas. In the case of an anisotropic harmonic oscillator potential the rigid-body value of non-interacting nucleons is just obtained for the equilibrium deformation independent of configurations. (The closed-shell configurations are a singular exception to this result, since they have spherical equilibrium shape and a vanishing moment of inertia.) For other potentials one obtains fluctuations of the moment of inertia about the rigid-body value depending on configurations [6] . 5 The concepts developed for the treatment of superconductivity in terms of correlations in the electronic motion [7] provided a basis for analyzing the pair correlation in nuclei [8] . See also Ref. [9] of even-even nuclei and reproduces rather well the main trends in the empirical moments for the even-even nuclei, see Ref. [10] .
Although the BCS correlations appear to provide the beginning of an understanding of the nuclear moments of inertia, the particle-rotational coupling continues to challenge our understanding since in the odd-A nuclei the same Coriolis perturbation that generates the moments of inertia couples near-lying rotational bands with ∆Ω = ±1, where Ω represents the component of the total angular momentum along the symmetry axis, and produces observable effects in the rotational energies and E2 transition probabilities. The observed perturbations are systematically smaller by an appreciable factor than for uncorrelated single particle motion, but in this case the BCS pair correlations provide only a minor reduction 
IV. DEFORMATION AND ROTATIONAL BAND IN THE SU 3 MODEL
The variables that describe the collective rotational motion are in general complicated functions of both the particle positions and momenta. Taking the particle motion within one-major shell of a harmonic oscillator potential, the relationship between collective rotation and individual-particle motion is clarified in the SU 3 model [11] . In the historical development the SU 3 model was a wonderful and liberating contribution towards understanding the manner in which interacting particles within a single major shell could produce deformation and associated rotational band structure in the excitation spectrum.
For a system with n nucleons the eight SU 3 operators consist of three rotation operators
and five quadrupole operators
where b is the radial length parameter of the harmonic-oscillator wave functions while the arguments of the spherical harmonics are the polar angles of the vectors r and p, respectively. 
(L · L) 0 , the eigenvalues of the quadrupole-quadrupole force within the SU 3 multiplet form a set of rotational bands with energies proportional to
It is possible to construct the wave functions, which may be interpreted as intrinsic wave functions, for a given irreducible representation which in general includes several intrinsic wave functions. Then, the set of wave functions which are obtained from a given intrinsic state by projecting all possible values of angular momentum forms an SU 3 multiplet. The multiplet with the greatest deformation lies lowest in energy with an attractive quadrupole force. It is important to notice the presence of a particle-hole symmetry in the SU 3 model, which leads to the number of prolate systems equal to that of oblate ones for the nuclear ground states. One expects prolate intrinsic shapes in the first half-shell and oblate intrinsic shapes in the second half. If the electric quadrupole operator is proportional to the group operator Q (2) , it has non-vanishing matrix elements only between states in the same SU 3 irreducible representation. Such transitions exhaust all the strength of the E2 transitions.
Thus, the SU 3 classification provides an exact microscopic model in which a quadrupolequadrupole force leads to a ground state with large quadrupole moment. Moreover, not only the energy spectrum but also quadrupole transition probabilities have rotational characteristics in the limit of many particles and not near the top of the band, where there is a band termination accompanied by a smooth decrease in the E2 transition matrix-element reaching B(E2; I max → I max + 2) = 0 where I max is the largest angular momentum in the band. Since the maximum angular momentum of the single-particle and the number of particles in the last filled shell are the order of A 1/3 and A 2/3 , respectively, the rotational bands terminate at an angular momentum of order A reflecting the finite dimensionality of the shell model space involved. Having the results of the SU 3 model in mind, in the following section we build the concepts of deformation and rotation directly from broken rotational symmetry and a resulting intrinsic state.
V. SINGLE-PARTICLE STATES IN DEFORMED NUCLEI
In the regions of particle number where the even-even nuclei exhibit rotational band structure (Figure 1) , the low energy spectra of the neighboring odd-A nuclei can be interpreted in terms of rotational sequences based on the different single particle or single hole states in the Fermi sea of particle orbits in an appropriately chosen spheroidal potential. Expressing a projection of the angular momentum of the last odd particle by Ω, observed values of Kπ for the lowest bands are equal to respective values of Ωπ, and the wave function of the odd particle is conveniently used for the intrinsic wave function φ K (q) in (5) The rotational coupling scheme between intrinsic and rotational angular momenta is confirmed not only by the sequence of spin values and regularities in the energy spectra, but also by the intensity relations that govern the transitions between states within a given band as well as those between two rotational bands [1] . The leading order intensity rules are of a purely geometrical character depending only on the rotational quantum numbers and the multipolarity of the transitions.
The starting point for the description of the intrinsic degrees of freedom is the analysis of single-particle motion in non-spherical potentials with the symmetry and shape exhibited by the observed rotational spectra. The theoretical energy spectrum of one-particle eigenvalues plotted as a function of the axially-symmetric quadrupole deformation parameter is referred to as the Nilsson diagram [12] . The presence of a significant pairing correlation in the nuclear system (as observed in the odd-even mass difference) implies that the low energy odd-A spectra are especially simple and for deformed nuclei can be completely interpreted in terms of a single quasiparticle occupation of the Nilsson diagram orbits lying in the neighborhood of the Fermi energy.
There are several definitions which have been conventionally used for the parameter of axially-symmetric quadrupole (Y 20 ) deformation. Assuming a collective deformation of the nucleus as a whole, δ is defined using the intrinsic electric quadrupole moment
while β is defined in terms of the expansion of the radius parameter
where R 0 is obtained by assuming a constant density for the undistorted spherical shape.
To leading order, one obtains β = δ 16π 45 ≈ 1.06 δ.
The single-particle spectrum for an axially-symmetric harmonic-oscillator potential
is plotted in Figure 5 . Note that in the potential (13) there is neither surface nor spinorbit potential, though both of these are important in actual nuclei. The lowest (highest) orbit for prolate (oblate) shape is doubly degenerate (n ⊥ = 0) and has an axially-symmetric density distribution, which is built by taking a linear combination of the one-particle orbits degenerate for spherical shape, while the density distributions of other one-particle orbits are in general not axially-symmetric. In the absence of two-body interactions the configurations with an unfilled shell in the harmonic oscillator potential have always a deformed equilibrium shape. For example, the two-particles (two-holes) configuration in a given N = 0 shell of the harmonic oscillator potential has an equilibrium deformation of prolate (oblate) shape.
It is seen that the strongest bunching of levels in Figure 5 occurs for spherical shape but a similar order of level bunching occurs for large deformations with simple rational ratios of ω ⊥ : ω z . For large deformations such as 2 : 1 (δ osc = 0.6) or 1 : 2 (δ osc = −0.75) a shell structure which is essentially different from that for spherical shape appears. These deformations have not been observed in the ground state of heavy nuclei, but observed fission isomers in actinide nuclei [13] and "superdeformed" yrast bands [14] at high spins of some medium-heavy nuclei are understood in terms of the prominent shell structure and the associated magic numbers that occur for ω ⊥ : ω z = 2 : 1 (superdeformation) in the harmonic oscillator potential.
An example of observed well-studied low-energy spectra of deformed odd-A nuclei is shown in Figure 6 . The observed spectra can be understood in terms of the "aligned" coupling scheme, in which the orbital motion of nucleons is aligned with respect to the orientation of the deformed field as illustrated in Figure 3 . In this example the ground state configuration (K π = 0 + ) of 24 12 Mg 12 is characterized by the pairwise filling of the timereversed orbits aligned with respect to the symmetry axis while the 13th neutron of In the classification of observed levels shown in Figure 6 we have used the fact that the levels (with ∆I ≤ 2) belonging to the same rotational band must be connected by strongly enhanced (collective) E2 transitions. Using the wave function in (5) the reduced E2 transition probabilities within a band are written as
where The analysis of available experimental data on medium-heavy deformed odd-A nuclei based on the Nilsson diagram, in which the pair correlation becomes important and has to be taken into account in addition to the spheroidal potential, has been even more quantitatively successful. In those heavier nuclei the notion of the deformed mean field is theoretically better justified; however, due to the higher density of one-particle levels the Nilsson diagram appropriate for those nuclei becomes more complicated. A beautiful example of observed data is shown in Figures 8 and interpreted in terms of the Nilsson diagram given in figure   9 . We refer the reader to many other such examples in the text book [1] .
VI. THE YRAST LINE
The yrast line is defined by the quantum state with the lowest energy for a given angular momentum. In the yrast region the nucleus is cold in the sense that the entire excitation energy of the nucleus is exhausted in generating the large total angular momentum. Therefore, the structure in the yrast region is expected to be ordered with simple excitation modes characteristic of the approach to zero temperature, and the study of quantal spectra in this region may be expected to give important nuclear-structure information on how the nucleus responds to the large centrifugal forces associated with rotation.
The path that the yrast line of actual nuclei will follow in deformation space with increasing angular momentum will result from the interplay of the macroscopic centrifugal distortion effect and quantal effects associated with shell structure. A typical example of quantal effects is the observation of superdeformed bands (δ ≈ 0.6) in nuclei with certain proton and neutron numbers along the high-spin yrast line [15] . With the singular exception of 8 Be superdeformation has not been seen in any nuclear ground state, but along the yrast line, the exceptionally large moment of inertia associated with these large deformations provides the explanation for the extensive regions where superdeformation is observed at high angular momentum on the yrast line [14] . The yrast configurations in some nuclei accommodate the angular momentum by collective motion giving rise to regular sequences of levels (along a band as in molecules), while those in other nuclei correspond to rearrangements of the orbits of single or a few nucleons (involving a transition to a new band). The shape change along the yrast line and the related phenomena, which have been explored, may be conveniently found in various review articles [16] and conference proceedings [17] .
The maximum value of the angular momentum that can be accommodated by a nuclear system is limited by the fission instability (in heavier nuclei) or by the ejection of particles carrying large orbital angular momentum (in lighter nuclei).
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When the coupling scheme along the yrast line is such that the angular momentum is oriented approximately in the direction of the symmetry axis of oblate shape, each one-7 A very different collective mode for generating states with large angular momentum is provided by the possibility of creating vortices in the quantum fluid. However, already a single vortex carries an angular momentum,hL, of order of the number of particles, A, and thus can only occur in finite systems that are constrained by external force fields, as for example in the high angular-momentum states of electrons in atoms.
particle orbit contributes a definite angular momentum in the direction of the rotation axis. Then, the transitions along the yrast line involve successive rearrangements in the occupation of one-particle orbits. In other words, the collective moments of inertia are so small that each band contributes only a single state to the yrast sequences. Consequently, the energies on the yrast line may exhibit considerable irregularity, and the transitions are at most of one-particle strength and may suffer considerable hindrance which may lead to the occurrence of yrast traps (yrast isomers).
The manner of rotation together with the intrinsic deformation in a band may change as I increases. As rotation sets in, the yrast shape of nuclei may become triaxial (i.e. The latter has been shown to occur when the deformation of the band is larger than some critical value [18] .
VII. MISCELLANEOUS
We mention briefly seven topics concerning shape deformations which were not included in Ra 136 [24] ) indicates an incipient octupole instability in this nucleus. (vi) It is remarked that presently available self-consistent mean-field approximation to the nuclear many-body Hamiltonian with effective interactions gives a good description of the observed regions of quadrupole-deformed nuclei [25] , though observed prolate dominance is unresolved. For a discussion of the quadrupole correlation effect described by the generator coordinate method, see [26] . On the other hand, shell-model calculations of conventional type are not quantitatively successful in studying the properties of deformed nuclei except for light nuclei, basically because the configuration space must be truncated in order to be able to carry out the calculation. A recent development of the shell-model technique in the study of deformed nuclei can be found in [27] . (vii) In a quantal system such as nuclei, the definition of deformation requires the condition that the zero-point shape fluctuations are small compared with the equilibrium deformation values. The distribution of the ratio
) observed in even-even nuclei has a sharp peak around R = 3.3, which indicates an axially-symmetric rotor with a very weak coupling to intrinsic motion. Available systematic microscopic calculations suggest the relatively rigid shape of these deformed nuclei [28] .
As a final remark, we may mention; (a) the construction of facilities providing radioactive ion beams has in recent years made (and will make) it possible to reach out to the region of the nuclear chart further away from stability; (b) the remarkable development of the advanced 4π γ-ray detector systems has led to the observation of weakly-populated states of exotic shapes and/or extreme angular momentum. The symmetry axis is labeled by S, the total angular momentum by I and the collective rotational angular-momentum by R, while K is the projection of I on S. Since R must be perpendicular to S, K = Ω, where Ω is associated with the intrinsic state φ K . The energy eigenvalue of the one-particle orbit (n x , n y , n z ) is written as
where the principal quantum number N = n ⊥ (≡ n x + n y ) + n z andω = (2ω ⊥ + ω z )/3, while the deformation parameter δ osc , which is approximately equal to β ≈ δ, is defined by
where R av denotes the mean radius. At δ osc = 0 (spherical shape) the spectrum is regularly bunched with the equal energy spacingshω 0 . Each major shell with the energy (N + 3 2 )hω 0 has the degeneracy (N + 1)(N + 2) including the nucleon spin degree of freedom. The particle numbers, 2, 8, 20, 40, 70, 112, ..., would be the magic numbers for this potential and associated with an especially stable spherical shape.
Single-particle levels belonging to a given major shell have the same parity π = (−1) N with the maximum orbital angular momentum ℓ max = N. For δ osc = 0 the levels split into (N + 1) levels with eigenvalues ε(N, n z ) in (15) , and each level has a degeneracy of 2(n ⊥ + 1), where a factor 2 comes from the nucleon spin 1 2 while (n ⊥ + 1) from possible values of n x (= 0, 1, 2, ..., n ⊥ ). For prolate (oblate) deformation, ω z < ω ⊥ or δ osc > 0 (ω z > ω ⊥ or δ osc < 0), the levels with larger (smaller) n z become energetically lower.
Eigenvalues expressed in units of the mean frequencyω have a linear dependence on δ osc , and the slope of the lowest level with a given N for prolate shape (n z = N) is twice that for oblate shape (n z = 0) with an opposite sign. The arrows mark the deformations corresponding to the indicated rational ratios of frequencies ω ⊥ : ω z .
The figure gives the total particle number corresponding to completed shells in the potentials with ω ⊥ : ω z = 1 : 1 (spherical), 2 : 1 (prolate) and 1 : 2 (oblate). The figure is taken from Ref. [1] . Mg 13 . The parameters of the potential at β=0 are taken from p.239 of Ref. [29] . Positive-parity one-particle levels are denoted by solid curves. One-particle levels with ε Ω > 0 are obtained as one-particle resonant levels in the potential. The associated resonant widths are not shown, for simplicity. Calculated one-particle resonant ener-gies in MeV at β=0 are : ε res (p 3/2 )=0.32, ε res (f 7/2 )=0.33, and ε res (f 5/2 )=10.37, while the p 1/2 level expected just above the p 3/2 and f 7/2 levels is not obtained as a resonant level for the present potential. 
